RESIDUAL MARKET MULTIPLE COMPANY ENDORSEMENT

This endorsement applies only to the states listed in Item 3.A. of the Information Page that are also listed in Schedule A below.

Coverage in each state listed in Schedule A shall be provided by the corresponding affiliated insurer shown in Schedule B in this endorsement. If requested coverages differ by state, explanation must be provided in the Comments section below.

The insurer designated on the Information Page shall be jointly and severally liable for the full amount of any loss or damage for each of the insurers listed in Schedule B below, according to the terms of the policy.

Service of process or any proof of loss notice or other applicable notice required by the policy upon any of the insurers executing this policy shall constitute service upon all such affiliated insurers.

Schedule A

Schedule B

Comments (if any)

This endorsement changes the policy to which it is attached and is effective on the date issued unless otherwise stated.

(The information below is required only when this endorsement is issued subsequent to preparation of the policy.)

Endorsement Effective Insured
Policy No. Endorsement No.
Insurance Company Premium

Countersigned by ________________________________
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